Assembling method

Meaning of mark
SBH001Vibration-proof battery holder

caution
caution

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Thank you for purchasing the Drogger product.



Failure to damage the holder
and device, please be careful.

Read the manual and use it correctly. Follow the
instructions written on the manual and use it

a danger of breaking the mobile battery

correctly and safely. Keep the manual in a safe

substrate.


Insert the mobile battery into the holder

1.

Remove the 5V USB cable from the device

and then insert it into the connector while

2.

Turn white substrate inside connector up

rotating it slowly
6.

Make sure the mobile battery is fully
inserted into the holder. Do not press the

When assembling, do not push the
connector with the mobile battery. There is

place so as not to lose it.

5.

connector with the mobile battery when

Be careful not to overtighten the screw
tightening. Holder screw thread and
connectors will be damaged.

In this manual, there is an explanation for getting
it used correctly and safely. Additional



3.

Use a pencil to mark the 36mm from the tip

When assembling or using, remove 5VUSB

information can be found from the following URL.

cable from device.

https://www.bizstation.jp/ja/drogge
r/?tab=support

Package Contents

adjusting the position.

The latest information,

7.

Tighten the Hexagon Socket Setscrew and

instruction manual and so on,

fix the connector. Do not tighten more than

can be browsed.

necessary.（Overtightening may cause

（*Customer's share of communication charges）

damage to the connector）
8.

Product Summary

4.

This product (hereinafter called holder) fixes the

not be pulled out. （Do not pull on the

Turn white substrate inside connector up,

connector cable）

Plug the connector into the holder to the

USB connector (hereinafter called connector) of

Make sure the connector is secure and can

9.

Adjust it while tightening the hexagonal

5 VUSB cable and Anker PowerCore + mini

wrench little by little if it seems to come off

(hereinafter called mobile battery) Protect the

or move.

connector from damage by vibration.

10.

This holder is designed for mobile battery and
SU002 5 VUSB cable. It is not suitable for other
batteries and cables.

Safety Precautions
Be sure to read it before assembling or using.
In order to prevent harm to yourself and others,
loss to property, beforehand, please follow the
notes below safely when assembling and using..

Name of each parts
position of the pencil marker
（In order to fix the connector, the
connector insertion port is designed to be
narrow. If insertion fails, adjust it while
scraping with the rasp etc. on the side of
the inside of the connector insertion port
or the outside of the connector）

Remove the mobile battery from the holder.

11.

Attach a spacer seal to the inside center of

Care

the holder to prevent the mobile battery

To clean the holder, gently wipe it with a cloth

from other device, a failure due to

from falling off.

moistened with mild detergent to remove dirt.

remodeling or damage.

Mistake in use, a failure due to influence



Failure or damage due to fire, lightning or



Trouble shooting
Before thinking that it is a breakdown ...
Check the following.

abnormal voltage.
Breakdown or damage due to exhaustion or



worn down, scratches on use, and so on.
When the business trip expense occurs



Mobile battery can be pulled out even if you
tighten the screw.

according to the customer's request.
The warranty is valid only in Japan.

2.

Holders have some individual differences. Attach
12.

Once more, insert the mobile battery.

13.

Using a Phillips screwdriver, lightly tighten
the two mobile battery fixing screws.
（Overtightening may damage the threads.）
Make sure that the mobile battery can not
be pulled out. If it is easy to come off, put
another spacer seal on it.

How to use
1.

Connect the white 4-pole connector of the
5V USB cable to the device and so on.

2.

Press the Mobile Battery LED button and
turn on the power.

3.

Insert the mobile battery into the holder.
（When connecting the mobile battery to
the connector, insert it while rotating it to
the left and right）

4.

Check that the mobile battery's power
lamp is on through the holder's power lamp
check hole.

5.

Tighten the two mobile battery fixing

another spacer seal. In the case where there is
commercially available seal can be substituted.

When fixing the holder to the car body or
other things, use a strong adhesive
double-sided tape or the like.



To charge the battery, loosen the two plus
(+) screws and remove the battery.

Item

Value

Size（W×D×H）

105×27×27mm

Weight

18.8g

Connector does not fit into the holder

Color

グレー

The holder is designed with a slight gap in the

Slim head machine screw

M5×8mm

connector socket so that the connector does

×2

not move. If it can not be inserted, scrape adjust

Hexagon Socket

the inside of the connector socket or the outside

Setscrew

of the connector with a file.

Spacer seal (W×D)

Guarantee provision

Disclaimer

M5×6mm
72×27mm

Our liability guarantee period is 6 months from

We are not responsible for any damage

the date of purchase. In the case of failure under

caused by product use or failure. Even if we

normal use conditions (usage conditions

are liable for your liability under the law, our

according to this instruction manual), repair it

liability is up to the extent permitted by law,

free of charge or replace it with a substitute.

and the equivalent amount of your product

However, the shipping cost from the customer to

purchase price is the upper limit.

us should be paid by the customer.

Manufacturer
1.

Even within the warranty period, free repair
or replacement is not possible in the

screws.


SBH001 Vibration-proof battery holder spec

no seal due to incorrect attachment and so on, a

following cases.


If there is no proof of purchase shop and
date of purchase, and more than 6 months
have passed since production.

BizStation Corp.
3-1-5, Igawajo, Matsumoto-City,
Nagano 390-0831, Japan
TEL +81-0263-87-4699
FAX +81-0263-28-2966
（9:00～18:00 Mon～Fri Excluding holidays）
https://www.bizstation.jp/ja/drogger/

（Purchase, repair and inquiry）

